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Abstract
The linear wave and geostrophic (vortex) solutions
are shown to be a complete basis for physical variables
(u, v, w, ρ) in a rotating non-hydrostatic Boussinesq model
with arbitrary stratification. As a consequence, the fluid
can be unambiguously separated into linear wave and
geostrophic components at each instant in time, without the
need for temporal filtering. The fluid can then be diagnosed
for temporal changes in wave and geostrophic coefficients
at each unique wavenumber and mode, including those that
inevitably occur due to nonlinear interactions.
We demonstrate that this methodology can be used to de-
termine which physical interactions cause the transfer of en-
ergy between modes by projecting the nonlinear equations
of motion onto the wave-vortex basis. In the particular ex-
ample given, we show that an eddy in geostrophic balance
superimposed with inertial oscillations at the surface trans-
fers energy from the inertial oscillations to internal gravity
wave modes. This approach can be applied more gener-
ally to determine which mechanisms are involved in energy
transfers between wave and vortices, including their respec-
tive scales.
Finally, we show that the nonlinear equations of motion
expressed in a wave-vortex basis are computationally
efficient for certain problems. In cases where stratification
profiles vary strongly with depth, this approach may be
an attractive alternative to traditional spectral models for
rotating Boussinesq flow.
This work has not yet been peer-reviewed and is pro-
vided by the contributing author(s) as a means to ensure
timely dissemination of scholarly and technical work on a
noncommercial basis. Copyright and all rights therein are
maintained by the author(s) or by other copyright owners.
It is understood that all persons copying this information
will adhere to the terms and constraints invoked by each
author’s copyright. This work may not be reposted without
explicit permission of the copyright owner.
1 Introduction
The linearized rotating Boussinesq equations admit two
solution types—inertia-gravity waves and geostrophic (vor-
tex) motions. The wave and geostrophic solutions form
the foundation for how we understand and interpret ocean
and atmosphere observations in a wide variety of contexts.
These two types of linear motion are predictive in the sense
that knowledge of the solution at one time enables knowl-
edge of the solution for all time. Such solutions thus guide
our intuition for how the ocean evolves, while deviations
from those predictions also serve as a direct measurement
of nonlinearity. For these reasons, a great deal of effort
goes into separating fluid motions into these two types of
solutions.
Wave and vortex solutions can be separated in the
frequency-wavenumber domain by utilizing the dispersion
relation of the linear wave solutions, a method well suited
to model output (e.g. Savage et al., 2017; Torres et al.,
2018). With more sparse in situ observations, other methods
have been developed to make this same separation; how-
ever these typically require additional statistical assump-
tions to overcome the limitations of sparse sampling (Lien
& Mu¨ller, 1992; Bu¨hler et al., 2014; Lien & Sanford, 2019).
In idealized Boussinesq models with triply periodic do-
mains and constant stratification, such a decomposition can
be made unambiguously at each instant in time (Bartello,
1995; Smith & Waleffe, 2002; Waite & Bartello, 2006).
For each resolved wavenumber the decomposition splits the
flow into two inertia-gravity waves (A±), with frequen-
cies that lie between the Coriolis, f0, and the buoyancy
frequency, N ; and a zero-frequency, geostrophic solution
(A0), which accounts for all linear potential vorticity (PV).
Thus, the wave-vortex decomposition is a linear transfor-
mation that projects the variables (u, v, ρ) onto an equiva-
lent representation (A+, A−, A0) of two wave and one vor-
tex mode without loss of information. Note, because the
transformation uses vertical eigenmodes that guarantee the
continuity equation is satisfied, the vertical velocity, w, is
redundant and not needed in the transformation. Further-
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more, the inverse transformation can recover both w and
pressure from the wave-vortex components (A+, A−, A0).
Aside from being an alternative and compact represen-
tation of the dynamical variables, the wave-vortex decom-
position has a number of applications. Unlike other spec-
tral representations of fluid flow, the wave-vortex projection
is useful because it projects directly onto solutions of the
equations of motion, including, as shown in this manuscript,
in the case of arbitrary stratification. Coefficients of the pro-
jection are thus physically meaningful, directly encoding
the amplitude and phase of the unique wave and geostrophic
solutions. For example, applying the wave-vortex projec-
tion to output from a perfectly linear wave model will show
no changes in amplitude and phase over time, while in con-
trast, a non-linear wavelike process will have amplitude and
phase that become decorrelated with time. Alternatively,
for flows that bear no resemblance to the linear solutions,
the projection may not be meaningful—thus the interpre-
tation of the components as representations of wave and
geostrophic components is ultimately problem-specific.
One of the simplest diagnostics utilizing the wave-vortex
decomposition is assessing how total energy shifts be-
tween inertial, internal gravity waves and geostrophic so-
lutions. The physical mechanisms that transfer energy be-
tween wave-vortex modes can further be diagnosed by pro-
jecting the nonlinear equations of motion into wave-vortex
space. This approach was used by Lelong & Riley (1991);
Bartello (1995) to diagnose transfer in the turbulence cas-
cade, and also, for example, by Arbic et al. (2012) to di-
agnose energy transfers across modes and wavenumbers
in quasigeotrophic turbulence. With the nonlinear equa-
tions of motion projected onto the wave-vortex modes, it is
also possible to create a series of reduced-interactions mod-
els, as has been done for triply-periodic domains (Remmel,
2010; Remmel et al., 2010; Hernandez-Duen˜as et al., 2014).
These models are reduced versions of the equations of mo-
tions that restrict interactions between certain modes. For
example, restricting interactions between only PV modes
results in the quasigeostrophic equations, while restricting
interactions between only wave-modes results in an exten-
sion of the weak wave turbulence model (Remmel, 2010).
While the aforementioned studies have addressed and
utilized the wave-vortex decomposition for the case of con-
stant stratification, typical stratification profiles in the ocean
often resemble an exponential-like function, as shown in
figure 1. A computational challenge that arises when solv-
ing the equations of motion on a regular grid with such strat-
ification is that, while the grid resolution (black dots in the
figure) is more than adequate at depth, rapid variations near
the surface are not resolved, even with large numbers of
grid points (257 in this case). To address this limitation, in
this manuscript we extend the wave-vortex decomposition
for Boussinesq flows to arbitrary non-constant stratification.
This involves solving an eigenvalue problem (EVP) to ob-
tain the vertical dependence (Early et al., 2020), rather than
Fourier mode expansions in the three spatial directions as
in the case of constant stratification. We begin in Sections 2
and 3 with the linearized equations of motion and their solu-
tions. Section 4 then details the projection onto the vertical
modes, while Section 5 shows the decomposition itself.
In Section 6 we provide an example application in which
we diagnose the results of the Cyprus eddy studied by Le-
long et al. (2020), in which an eddy in geostrophic balance
superimposed with inertial oscillations at the surface trans-
fers energy from the inertial oscillations to generate internal
gravity waves. The present decomposition is performed at
each instant in time using the same model output, and is
shown to agree with the temporal filtering based method
used in the original study. Results of the present analysis
show that advection of geostrophic vorticity by the inertial
oscillations accounts for all the energy transfer from the in-
ertial oscillations to internal gravity waves, confirming the
hypothesis in the original study.
Section 7 discusses the implications of these results
and addresses general challenges encountered in numeri-
cal modeling, including the important implications that, in
cases of variable stratification, regularly spaced grids may
only resolve a small fraction of the physically relevant ver-
tical modes, and as such, it may be more computationally
efficient to integrate the nonlinear equations of motion in
wave-vortex space than in physical space. Finally, Section
8 offers some concluding remarks. Appendix A shows how
the results are simplified for constant stratification, and Ap-
pendix B details the numerical implementation. The pro-
jection of the nonlinear equations of motion onto the wave-
vortex modes is documented in Appendix C.
2 Background
The linearized, unforced, inviscid equations of motion
for fluid velocity u(x, y, z, t), v(x, y, z, t), w(x, y, z, t), on
an f -plane are
∂tu− f0v =− 1
ρ0
∂xp (1a)
∂tv + f0u =− 1
ρ0
∂yp (1b)
∂tw =− 1
ρ0
∂zp− g ρ
ρ0
(1c)
∂xu+ ∂yv + ∂zw =0 (1d)
∂tρ+ w∂z ρ¯ =0. (1e)
Here p(x, y, z, t) and ρ(x, y, z, t) are perturbation pressure
and density, respectively, defined such that total pressure
ptot(x, y, z, t) = p0(z) + p(x, y, z, t) and total density
ρtot(x, y, z, t) = ρ0 + ρ¯(z) + ρ(x, y, z, t) where ∂zp0(z) =
2
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Figure 1. Buoyancy frequency as a function of depth for a location in the Eastern Mediterranean
Sea. Black dots indicate regularly-spaced grid points, while horizontal lines are the roots (Gauss
quadrature points) of the 19th internal mode. Note that the vertical scale changes at 150 m depth.
−g (ρ0 + ρ¯(z)). All variables in (1a)–(1e) are functions
of x, y, z and t, except ρ¯, which is only a function of
z. We use the usual definition of buoyancy frequency,
N2(z) ≡ − gρ0 ∂z ρ¯. Throughout this manuscript we use the
linear approximation to isopycnal displacement η ≡ −ρ/ρ¯z
rather than density anomaly. With this notation (1e) be-
comes w = ∂tη and (1c) can be similarly rewritten.
We assume boundaries are periodic in the horizontal,
(x, y), and bounded in the vertical, z. The lower boundary
is assumed flat at z = −D with free-slip and w(−D) = 0,
and no density anomaly, ρ(−D) = 0. Similarly, the upper
boundary is taken to be a free-slip rigid-lid with w(0) = 0
and also no density anomaly, ρ(0) = 0. The lack of den-
sity anomalies at the boundaries is restrictive and will be
addressed in future work.
The depth integrated energy densities of the flow are
HKE ≡ 1
2
∫ 0
−D
(u2 + v2) dz,
VKE ≡ 1
2
∫ 0
−D
w2 dz, PE ≡ 1
2
∫ 0
−D
N2η2 dz (2)
where HKE, VKE, and PE are the horizontal kinetic energy,
vertical kinetic energy and potential energy per unit mass,
respectively. The other conserved quantity of interest is the
quasi-geostrophic potential vorticity (PV),
PV ≡ ∂xv − ∂yu− f0∂zη (3)
which can be directly derived from the linear equations
(1a)-(1e), or found as the linear approximation to the avail-
able potential vorticity (APV) as defined by Wagner &
Young (2015).
It is noteworthy that linearized Ertel PV does not corre-
spond to a useful quantity in this model – it is neither con-
served nor time-independent for the internal gravity wave
solutions (see (30)). Linearized Ertel PV is
Ertel PV ≡
(
~ζ + kˆf0
)
· ∇ρtot
ρtot
(4)
≈ 1
ρ0
(ζz ρ¯z + f0ρz + f0ρ¯z) (5)
where ~ζ is vorticity and ζz = ∂xv − ∂yu is its vertical
component. Notable is that linear Ertel PV per (5) does
not equal the conserved PV quantity (3)—the primary diffi-
culty being that ∂zη is not proportional to ∂zρ/ρ¯z for non-
constant stratification. Applying the total derivative to (5)
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results in
d
dt
(Ertel PV) ≈ 1
ρ0
(ρ¯z∂tζ
z + f0∂tρz + f0wρ¯zz) (6)
which is not a conservation equation, but a balance be-
tween three terms: local changes in the vertical component
of vorticity, local changes in the vertical gradient of the den-
sity anomaly, and the vertical advection of the background
density gradient. The connection between (6) and the con-
served PV (3) is found using the thermodynamic equation
(1e) and re-arranging, which reproduces equation (3),
d
dt
(Ertel PV) ≈ ρ¯z
ρ0
∂
∂t
(
ζz + f0
∂
∂z
(
ρ
ρ¯z
))
(7)
up to a scaling factor. The key difference between quasi-
geostrophic PV (3) and linear Ertel PV (5) is that the latter
neglects vertical advection of the background density gradi-
ent. In the present context then, APV as defined in Wagner
& Young (2015) is the relevant conserved quantity.
3 Wave-vortex solutions
Solutions to (1a)-(1e) are assumed to take the separable
form
f(x, y, z, t) =
∑
jkl
1
2
f˜jkl(t)e
i(kx+ly)Fjkl(z) + c.c. (8)
for u, v, p, and
g(x, y, z, t) =
∑
jkl
1
2
g˜jkl(t)e
i(kx+ly)Gjkl(z) + c.c. (9)
for w and η. This presumes a Fourier basis satisfying
the periodic boundary conditions in x, y, and real-valued
functions Fjkl(z), Gjkl(z) satisfying the vertical bound-
ary problem. The summation is over all wavenumbers k,
l, but also over eigenmodes j from the bases {Fjkl(z)} and
{Gjkl(z)}, indicated with subscripts to emphasize their de-
pendence on wavenumbers k and l. The coefficients f˜jkl(t),
g˜jkl(t) are complex, encoding both amplitude and phase.
The “c.c.” refers to the complex conjugate, which contains
half the power of the real valued solutions, but no new in-
formation. Although the wave-vortex decomposition is per-
formed at fixed time in the time domain f˜jkl(t), it is use-
ful to express solutions in the frequency domain, in which
case we denote the variables with ·ˆ, e.g., f˜jkl(t) = fˆjkleiωt.
Finally, we will often drop the subscripts jkl entirely, and
simply work with the coefficients at a fixed j, k, and l.
Using the thermodynamic equation (1e) to replace w
with ηt, solutions to (1a)–(1d) must satisfy
iωuˆ− f0vˆ =− ik pˆ
ρ0
(10a)
iωvˆ + f0uˆ =− il pˆ
ρ0
(10b)(
N2 − ω2) ηˆG =− pˆ
ρ0
∂zF (10c)
(ikuˆ+ ilvˆ)F =− iωηˆ∂zG. (10d)
We now examine all possible solutions to these equations of
motion by considering zero and nonzero frequency, as well
as zero and nonzero horizontal wavenumbers. The vertical
structure is treated in detail for each solution.
Geostrophic solutions, ω = 0, k2 + l2 = 0
Geostrophic solutions require a horizontal density
anomaly, and because there is no mean vertical or hori-
zontal density anomaly by definition, there are no mean
geostrophic currents in this model. Any mean density
anomaly should be subsumed into the definition of the mean
density ρ¯.
Geostrophic solutions, ω = 0, k2 + l2 > 0
Geostrophic solutions have no time variation, and the
thermodynamic equation therefore implies that w = 0. As-
suming non-zero horizontal wavenumber k2 + l2 > 0, the
equations of motion (10a)-(10d) reduce to
−f0vˆ =− ik pˆ
ρ0
(11a)
f0uˆ =− il pˆ
ρ0
(11b)
N2ηˆGg =− pˆ
ρ0
∂zFg (11c)
(ikuˆ+ ilvˆ)Fg =0 (11d)
where Fg(z), Gg(z) denote the geostrophic vertical struc-
ture functions. The only equation of consequence for the
vertical structure is (11c). With no vertical velocity, the
rigid lid boundary conditions place no constraint on Fg(z),
Gg(z). The decision to disallow density anomalies at the
boundaries implies thatGg(z) is an odd function, and there-
fore Fg(z) is an even function. Although gravity g does not
enter into (11) without a free surface, it is still convenient
to set the separation constant in (11c) such that pˆ = ρ0gηˆ
and N2Gg = −g∂zFg , with Gg(0) = Gg(−D) = 0 at
the boundaries. This allows the amplitude of the solution
to be expressed in terms of sea-surface height, analogous to
typical notation for geostrophic motions.
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The geostrophic solution, or vortex solution, is given by, ugvg
ηg
 = Aˆ0
2
 −i gf0 lFg(z)i gf0 kFg(z)
Gg(z)
 eiθ0 + c.c. (12)
where Aˆ0 is a complex valued amplitude containing the
phase information, and θ0 = kx+ ly.
As a consequence of only having one constraint con-
necting Fg(z) and Gg(z), there is no preferred set of ver-
tical basis functions for the geostrophic solution. Any
complete basis satisfying the boundary conditions can be
used to represent the geostrophic solution. However, near-
geostrophic theories with a different choice of scalings,
such as quasi-geostrophy (QG; e.g., see Pedlosky, 1987),
have nonzero vertical velocities and therefore still require
that three-dimensional continuity be satisfied. To maintain
continuity we take (10d) and set the separation constant to
h, such that F (z) = h∂zG(z) for all z. This additional
requirement, combined with the hydrostatic vertical mo-
mentum condition N2G = −g∂zF , results in two Sturm-
Liouville eigenvalue problems for hydrostatic (HS) vertical
modes,
d2GHSj
dz2
= −N
2
ghj
GHSj (13)
with boundary conditions GHS(0) = GHS(−D) = 0 or,
d
dz
(
1
N2
dFHSj
dz
)
= − 1
ghj
FHSj (14)
with ∂zFHS(0) = ∂zFHS(−D) = 0 where j is the mode
number and eigenvalue hj is the equivalent depth. It fol-
lows directly from Sturm-Liouville theory that the vertical
modes resulting from the HS EVPs satisfy the orthogonality
conditions
1
g
∫ 0
−D
N2(z)GHSi G
HS
j dz = δij , (15)
and ∫ 0
−D
FHSi F
HS
j dz = hiδij (16)
where we have implicitly normalized the amplitude of the
modes. The 1g normalization in (15) arises naturally when
using a free-surface boundary condition, and is kept here
for consistency.
The importance of the {GHSj (z)} and {FHSj (z)} bases
are twofold. First, Sturm-Liouville theory guarantees that
they are complete, and therefore capable of representing
any function with the caveat that the {GHSj (z)} basis cannot
capture nonzero boundary conditions. Second, the specific
relationship between these modes is such that both continu-
ity and the linearized vertical momentum equation are sat-
isfied. In practice, this means that they often reflect the ver-
tical structure of various linear solutions. It is in this sense
that {GHSj (z)} and {FHSj (z)} are ‘preferred’ bases for rep-
resenting certain flows, including quasigeostrophy and hy-
drostatic linear internal waves.
The horizontal kinetic energy and potential energy of the
geostrophic solution (12) as a function of depth are found by
averaging over time and horizontally, including the energy
from the complex conjugate,
HKEg =
Aˆ20
4
g2
f20
K2
∫ 0
−D
F 2g (z) dz (17)
PEg =
Aˆ20
4
∫ 0
−D
N2(z)G2g(z) dz, (18)
where K2 = k2 + l2. Vertical kinetic energy is identically
zero. If we use the hydrostatic normal modes FHSj , G
HS
j
then depth-integrated horizontal kinetic energy reduces to
HKEg =
Aˆ20
4
g2hj
f20
K2 and depth-integrated potential energy
reduces to PEg =
Aˆ20
4 g.
The linearized potential vorticity is,
PVg = − Aˆ0g
2f0
(
K2Fg(z)− d
dz
(
f20
N2
dFg(z)
dz
))
eiθ0
+ c.c. (19)
as is traditionally written, or simply
PVg = − Aˆ0
2f0h
(
ghK2 + f20
)
Fg(z)e
iθ0 + c.c. (20)
after using (16) to rewrite Fg . These expressions are exactly
the potential vorticity identified in the quasi-geostrophic po-
tential vorticity equation. In contrast, the Ertel PV is,
Ertel PVg =
ρ¯z
ρ0
[
PVg − Aˆ0f0
2
(∂z ln ρ¯z)G(z)e
iθ0 + f0
]
+ c.c. (21)
which does not correctly account for changes in the density
gradient (see also Wagner & Young, 2015).
Under rigid lid conditions, there also exists a barotropic
mode (j = 0) where FHS0 (z) = const with no associated
buoyancy anomaly, GHS0 (z) = 0. This case will be handled
separately in the decomposition.
Inertial oscillation solution, ω 6= 0, k2 + l2 = 0
This solution has no vertical velocity, density anomaly,
or pressure gradients. It is simply a horizontally uniform
oscillating horizontal velocity field, with no constraints on
vertical structure other than the boundary conditions. In the
triply periodic model used in Smith & Waleffe (2002) this
solution is referred to as the vertically sheared horizontal
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mode (VSHM), while in the bounded domain it is identified
as the inertial oscillation solution, uIvI
ηI
 =
 UI cos(f0t+ φ0)FI(z)−UI sin(f0t+ φ0)FI(z)
0
 . (22)
Here, since there is no conjugate to k2 + l2 = 0, the am-
plitude is purely real. FI(z) is an arbitrary function, and
can be expanded in any complete basis. This is notewor-
thy because it essentially leaves the boundary conditions
for FI(z) unspecified, and unlike other solutions consid-
ered here, ∂zFI(0) and ∂zFI(−D) are not necessarily zero.
Therefore one must be careful not to expand FI(z) in a ba-
sis with unnecessarily restrictive boundary conditions. That
said, there is not necessarily any physical insight to be
gained from this additional freedom at the boundaries, and
it would certainly be reasonable to restrict the model to so-
lutions where ∂zFI(0) = ∂zFI(−D) = 0.
Wave solutions, ω 6= 0, k2 + l2 > 0
Similar to the geostrophic solution where we assumed
that pˆ = ρ0gηˆ, the vertical momentum equation requires
that (N2 − ω2)G = −g∂zF . Combined with continu-
ity F = h∂zG, the vertical dependence vanishes from the
problem and we are left with iω −f0 igkf0 iω igl
kh lh ω
 uˆvˆ
ηˆ
 =
 00
0
 . (23)
This system of equations admits the internal wave solutions
when
ω =
√
ghK2 + f20 . (24)
The ± wave solutions are given by, u±v±
η±
 = Aˆ±
2
 kω∓ilf0ωK F (z)lω±ikf0
ωK F (z)
∓Khω G(z)
 eiθ± + c.c. (25)
where the horizontal phase is given by θ± = kx+ly±ωt+φ
and the amplitude is chosen so that depth-integrated total
energy is Aˆ2h/2, as will be shown below.
Combining the vertical constraints from non-hydrostatic
vertical momentum (N2 − ω2)G = −g∂zF and continu-
ity F = h∂zG with the dispersion relation (24) results in
the K-constant, non-hydrostatic Sturm-Liouville problem
(Early et al., 2020),
d2Gj
dz2
−K2Gj = −N
2 − f20
ghj
Gj . (26)
The eigendepth hj and eigenfrequency ωj are interchange-
able using the dispersion relation (24) with fixed K. Note
that the EVP could have been written in terms of a fixed
frequency ω (with no subscript j), with eigendepth hj and
eigenwavenumber Kj (with subscript j), but the constant
frequency formulation is not relevant for the decomposition
problem at fixed time.
The depth integrated energies for the j-th internal wave
mode at total wavenumber K are,
HKE± =
Aˆ2±
4
(
1 +
f20
ω2j
)∫ 0
−D
F 2j (z) dz (27)
V KE± =
Aˆ2±
4
K2h2j
∫ 0
−D
G2j (z) dz (28)
PE± =
Aˆ2±
4
K2h2j
ω2j
∫ 0
−D
N2(z)G2j (z) dz. (29)
which sum to a depth-integrated total energy of Aˆ
2
±hj
2 . The
internal wave solutions have zero potential vorticity per (3),
PV± = 0; but they do have Ertel PV per (5),
Ertel PV± =
ρ¯z
ρ0
[
± Aˆ±
2
Khjf0
ωj
(∂z ln ρ¯z)G(z)e
iθ± + f0
]
+ c.c. (30)
again suggesting that Ertel PV may not be the appropriate
quantity for this model.
4 Orthogonality and projection
The primary challenge that separates this wave-vortex
decomposition from previous ones is dealing with the ver-
tical modes resulting from the K-constant EVP in (26). In
a vertically periodic domain with constant stratification in
z, Fourier series are an appropriate basis. For a vertically
bounded domain with arbitrary stratification in z and no
buoyancy anomaly at the boundaries, the appropriate basis
are the eigenmodes Gj of (26) with G(0) = G(−D) = 0.
Orthogonality
The non-hydrostatic Sturm-Liouville problem given by
(26) implies that for a given wavenumber K, two modes
Gi(z), Gj(z) satisfy the orthogonality condition,
1
g
∫ 0
−D
(N2(z)− f20 )GiGj dz = δij (31)
where we have normalized the modes. Unlike the hydro-
static case, there does not appear to be an equivalent Sturm-
Liouville problem for the non-hydrostatic Fj modes (with
constant K) and therefore no associated orthogonality con-
dition. The expression
∂z
(
∂zFj
N2 − ghjK2 − f20
)
= − 1
ghj
Fj , (32)
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as far as we know, cannot be coerced to Sturm-Liouville
form. The closest relationship we are able to find is∫ 0
−D
(
FiFj + hihjK
2GiGj
)
dz = hiδij . (33)
The difference between (16) and (33) is significant – the
former can be used on any function satisfying the bound-
ary conditions, while the latter requires a specific relation-
ship between the dynamical variables to project on the Fj
modes.
Projection
If a dynamical variable that expands in G, such as den-
sity anomaly, ρ(z), satisfies the appropriate boundary con-
ditions, it can be written as in (9), e.g.,
ρ(x, y, z, t) =
∑
jkl
1
2
ρ˜jkl(t)Gjlk(z)e
i(kx+ly) + c.c. (34)
where the coefficients are recovered with
ρ˜jkl(t) =
1
g
∫ 0
−D
(N2(z)− f20 )
·
[
1
NxNy
∑
xy
ρ(x, y, z, t)e−i(kx+ly)
]
Gjkl(z) dz. (35)
The projection operation (35) first requires taking a Fourier
transform of the variable, then invoking the orthogonal-
ity condition (31) with j-th vertical mode Gjkl(z) for
wavenumber K =
√
k2 + l2. However, in order to use
orthogonality condition (33) as a projection operator, dy-
namical variables expanded in F must be added to a re-
lated dynamical variable that scales like hG. For exam-
ple, the divergence, δ = ∂xu + ∂yv, and vertical vorticity,
ζ = ∂xv − ∂yu, can be recovered from the wave solution
(25) with,
δj(t) =
∫ 0
−D
(
δ(t)Fj(z)− iK2w(t)hjGj(z)
)
dz (36)
ζj(t) =
∫ 0
−D
(
ζ(t)Fj(z)− if0K2η(t)hjGj(z)
)
dz (37)
where δ(z, t) =
∑
δj(t)Fj(z) and ζ(z, t) =
∑
ζj(t)Fj(z).
However, this only works for wave solutions since the
geostrophic solution does not have the same relationships
between (u, v) and η. It thus appears that (33) is not partic-
ularly useful in recovering solutions.
To project variables u and v (and also p) that are ex-
panded in F , we instead use the relationship derived from
continuity, Fj(z) = hj∂zGj(z), and consider the depth-
integrated quantities. That is, if
u(x, y, z, t) =
∑
j,k,l
u˜jkl(t)
2
ei(kx+ly)Fjkl(z) + c.c., (38)
then we compute U =
∫ z
−D u dz
′ so that,
U(x, y, z, t) =
∑
j,k,l
u˜jkl(t)
2
ei(kx+ly)hijkGjkl(z) + c.c., (39)
which can then be projected using (35) to recover u˜jkl(t).
Notable here is that the depth-integrated quantities repre-
sented by (39) are themselves depth dependent.
As discussed in the next section, the only part of the
solution that must be handled in a special manner is the
barotropic j = 0 mode F0(z), which as previously dis-
cussed has no projection on the G modes in the rigid lid
case. In practice, the integration linking (38) to (39) can be
performed by projecting u onto either the {FHSj (z)} basis
or a cosine basis (either of which satisfy the correct bound-
ary conditions and have a constant/barotropic mode), inte-
grating spectrally, and then transforming back to the spatial
domain.
5 Wave-vortex decomposition
Per the previous discussion, the wave vortex decom-
position requires integrating (u, v) to get (U, V ), taking
the Fourier transform in the horizontal of (U, V, η), and
then projecting the vertical structure at each horizontal
wavenumber k and l onto the vertical eigenmodes found via
the K-constant EVP, (26). Early et al. (2020) developed a
methodology for the computation and projection onto these
modes. Written as a sum of individual linear solutions, and
explicitly including the dependence on j, k, l, the three re-
quired variables are expressed as
U(x, y, z, t) =
∑
j,k,l
U˜jkl(t)
2
ei(kx+ly)Gjkl(z) + c.c. (40)
V (x, y, z, t) =
∑
j,k,l
V˜jkl(t)
2
ei(kx+ly)Gjkl(z) + c.c. (41)
η(x, y, z, t) =
∑
j,k,l
η˜jkl(t)
2
ei(kx+ly)Gjkl(z) + c.c. (42)
where U˜ijk(t) = u˜ijk(t)hijk and V˜ijk(t) = v˜ijk(t)hijk.
The horizontal Fourier transform followed by the vertical
projection then recovers U˜ijk(t), V˜ijk(t), and η˜ijk(t).
Nonzero wavenumber solutions, k2 + l2 > 0, j = 0
When vertically integrating the horizontal velocities u,
v to project onto the vertical modes, the amplitude of the
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j = 0 mode must be handled separately. The j = 0 mode
for the rigid lid boundary condition has no density anomaly,
η˜(t) = 0, and no divergence, δ˜(t) = iku˜(t) + ilv˜(t) = 0.
This leaves only the amplitude and phase of the vorticity
ζ˜(t) = ikv˜(t)− ilu˜(t). The only valid solution is therefore
the vortex solution,
Aˆ0 = −i f0
gK2
(kv˜(t)− lu˜(t)) (43)
valid for all k2 + l2 > 0.
Nonzero wavenumber solutions, k2 + l2 > 0, j > 0
For each wavenumber (k, l) and mode j there are six un-
knowns: the amplitudes and phases of the three different
solutions. We denote the complex amplitudes as Aˆ+, Aˆ−,
and Aˆ0, for the positive and negative wave, and geostrophic
solutions, respectively. In matrix form the three linearly in-
dependent solutions from (12) and (25) at wavenumbers k,
l, and mode j are given by U˜(t)V˜ (t)
η˜(t)
 =
 kω−ilf0ωK h kω+ilf0ωK h −i ghf0 llω+ikf0
ωK
h lω−ikf0
ωK
h i gh
f0
k
−Kh
ω
Kh
ω
1
 eiωtAˆ+e−iωtAˆ−
Aˆ0

(44)
which can be inverted to solve for Aˆ+, Aˆ−, and Aˆ0,
Aˆ± =
e∓iωt
2
[
kω ± ilf0
ωKh
U˜(t) +
lω ∓ ikf0
ωKh
V˜ (t)∓ gK
ω
η˜(t)
]
(45a)
Aˆ0 =i
lf0
ω2
U˜(t)− i kf0
ω2
V˜ (t) +
f20
ω2
η˜(t). (45b)
.
There is some insight to be gained by defining depth-
integrated versions of horizontal divergence and potential
vorticity,
∆˜(t) = i
(
kU˜(t) + lV˜ (t)
)
,
Π˜(t) ≡ i
(
kV˜ (t)− lU˜(t)
)
− f0η˜(t). (46)
Now the solution has the form,
Aˆ+ =
e−iωt
2Kh
[
−i∆˜(t)− ω
(
f
ω2
Π˜(t) + η˜(t)
)]
(47a)
Aˆ− =
eiωt
2Kh
[
−i∆˜(t) + ω
(
f
ω2
Π˜(t) + η˜(t)
)]
(47b)
Aˆ0 =− f
ω2
Π˜(t). (47c)
Importantly, (47a)–(47c) show that the vortex solution is re-
covered directly from potential vorticity and the sum of the
two wave solutions is recovered from the divergence of the
transport. Extracting the phase information and energetics
of individual wave solutions still requires additional infor-
mation from vorticity and isopycnal displacement.
Zero wavenumber solutions, k2 + l2 = 0
The only k2 + l2 = 0 solution is still inertial oscillations,
per (22), with simple rotation and zero isopycnal displace-
ment, i.e.,
uI(0) = [u˜(t) cos(f0t)− v˜(t) sin(f0t)]FI(z) (48a)
vI(0) = [u˜(t) sin(f0t) + v˜(t) cos(f0t)]FI(z) (48b)
ηI(0) =0. (48c)
Summary of the decomposition
A key feature of the decomposition is that the recov-
ered coefficients (43), (47) and (48) are strictly indepen-
dent of time when applied to time-dependent linear solu-
tions. That is, the left-hand sides of these equations are
time-independent, while the right-hand sides contain terms
that are time-dependent. This is not a contradiction; it sim-
ply reflects the fact that for unforced inviscid flow, the am-
plitude and phase of the linear solutions will remain fixed
for all time. Applying the linear decomposition to nonlin-
ear flows, an important implication of the latter result is that
the actual linearity or nonlinearity of a flow can be made
precise by assessing time variation in the recovered coeffi-
cients. For example, if Aˆ+ for a given j, k, l at time t = t0
is exactly equal to Aˆ+ computed at time t = t1, then that
component of the flow was perfectly linear in the sense that
the wave solution (25) exactly described its evolution. The
key takeaway when applying the above decomposition is
that any time variation in the recovered coefficients, (43),
(47) and (48), by definition implies nonlinearity.
6 Nonlinear transfers between wave and vor-
tex solutions
Having derived a generalized wave-vortex decomposi-
tion for arbitrary stratification, we next demonstrate its util-
ity by analyzing output from a nonlinear numerical simu-
lation performed by Lelong et al. (2020) using the Boussi-
nesq model described by Winters & Fuente (2012). The
study by Lelong et al. (2020) was motivated by evidence
of intense near-inertial wave activity at the base of the
quasi-permanent Cyprus eddy in the Eastern Mediterranean
(Cuypers et al., 2012), and was designed to explain the ori-
gin and dynamics of the observed waves.
Background stratification in the region surrounding the
Cyprus eddy changes rapidly near the surface, following an
approximately exponential-like profile as shown in figure 1.
Within this stratification, the Cyprus eddy was modeled as
an axisymmetric vortex in geostrophic equilibrium via the
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streamfunction,
ψ = −1
4
A
α
e−2α(x
2+y2)−2βz2 , (49)
where (ug, vg, ρg) = (−∂yψ, ∂xψ,−ρ0f0∂zψ/g), and the
strength and extent of the eddy were set by parametersA, α,
and β, chosen to closely match the observations. This eddy
initial condition projects exactly onto to the geostrophic so-
lutions in Section 3, and remains stable in the nonlinear
model. To model the effects of an impulsive wind stress at
the surface, superimposed on the geostrophic vortex initial
condition is an inertial oscillation of the form
uI = UIe
−γz, vI = 0, (50)
which itself projects exactly onto the inertial solution in
Section 3. In the absence of the eddy, the inertial oscillation
also remains stable in a nonlinear f -plane model. However,
as shown by Lelong et al. (2020), the combined presence of
the anticyclonic eddy and the inertial oscillation causes the
inertial oscillation to lose energy while generating slightly
subinertial internal gravity waves that propagate downward
into the eddy core.
The transfer of energy from inertial oscillations to inter-
nal gravity waves was estimated using spatial-temporal av-
eraging by Lelong et al. (2020), but can also be computed
diagnostically at each instant in time using the wave-vortex
decomposition described in the previous sections. Figure
2 shows energy time series for the inertial, geostrophic and
wave mode solutions computed via the wave-vortex decom-
position, which are consistent with the transfer of energy
observed in Lelong et al. (2020) (their figure 12b).
In addition to total energies, the present methodology
also enables us to examine more precisely which scales are
involved in the energy transfers, and further identify exactly
the dynamical mechanisms that are responsible. Figure 3
shows the change in energy among the different vertical
modes and horizontal scales for geostrophic, inertial, and
wave components on day 6 of the simulation. The domi-
nant energy transfer for all three components is in the lowest
modes. Only the geostrophic flow shows a weak signature
of energy transfer in higher modes, although at later times
energy transfers occur at higher internal gravity wave modes
as well (not shown). As anticipated by Lelong et al. (2020),
the peak energy transfer into the waves occurs at horizontal
wavelengths similar to the length scales of the geostrophic
flow, with corresponding near-inertial frequencies deviating
from f0 by only a few percent. Note, however, that the orig-
inal study found wave frequencies to be slightly subinertial,
an effect caused by the eddy’s anticyclonic geostrophic vor-
ticity (Kunze, 1985). This shift to subinertial frequencies
is not directly captured by the linear decomposition, and
instead the subinertial waves alias into other superinertial
frequencies.
Lelong et al. (2020) identified the vertical gradient of
advection of geostrophic vorticity by inertial oscillations
as the most likely dynamical mechanism for transferring
energy from inertial oscillations to internal gravity waves.
This is consistent with figure 2, which suggests that the
waves draw their energy entirely from the inertial flow,
with the geostrophic flow acting as a catalyst in facilitat-
ing energy transfer. Although the evidence presented in Le-
long et al. (2020) is entirely consistent with this hypothe-
sis, the authors were not able to show conclusively whether
this mechanism can account for the total energy transferred
from inertial oscillations to internal gravity waves.
To compute the energy transfers between inertial, wave,
and vortex modes, we rewrite the nonlinear equations of
motion by projecting them onto wave-vortex space in ap-
pendix C. For the problem considered here, the internal
wave frequencies do not exceed 3f0 and we are therefore
able to make the hydrostatic approximation, simplifying the
mathematics and reducing numerical complexity. Summa-
rizing the results from the appendix, the equations of motion
take the form,
∂t
 Aˆ+Aˆ−
Aˆ0
 =
 F+F−
F0
 (51)
where the nonlinear terms are encapsulated in the three
terms F±0. The transfer of energy is then proportional to
R(F±0A¯±0) according to (90). To confirm that the energy
flux term is computed correctly, figure 4 compares the to-
tal change in energy of the constituent parts determined via
the wave-vortex decomposition at each time step, to the en-
ergy flux terms computed fromR(F±0A¯±0) also computed
at each time step. The two lines are nearly indiscernible,
indicating that the wave-vortex projection of the nonlinear
equations of motion is correctly reproducing the dynamics
of the Boussinesq model.
Appendix C further shows that the nonlinear flux
of energy into internal gravity waves via advection of
geostrophic vorticity ζg by inertial oscillations (uio, vio) can
be written as,
F io∇g± =±
f0e
∓iωt
2ωK
(F · DFT [uio∂xζg + vio∂yζg]) (52)
where F is the projection operator onto the Fj modes and
DFT is the discrete Fourier transform. Figure 4a shows
that this mechanism accounts for all of the transfer of en-
ergy into internal gravity waves, directly confirming the hy-
pothesis of Lelong et al. (2020). Additionally, figure 4b
shows that the primary mechanism draining energy from in-
ertial oscillations is the advection of the geostrophic flow by
internal gravity waves, with a small contribution from self
advection by internal gravity waves.
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Figure 2. Energy time series for the Cyprus Eddy simulation inferred via the wave-vortex decompo-
sition, showing that total energy and geostrophic energy are approximately conserved, while inertial
energy decreases and internal gravity wave increases by comparable amounts. Residual energy
increases slightly (from 0.2% to 0.3%) during the same period.
Having identified the two dominant physical mecha-
nisms responsible for the nonlinear transfer of energy from
inertial oscillations to internal gravity waves, we can now
examine exactly which modes and scales are involved in
the transfer. Figure 5 shows the nonlinear fluxes from only
the two transfer mechanisms identified above, revealing the
same dominant modes of transfer as in figure 3. Here it
is clear that the advection of geostrophic flow by internal
gravity waves primarily drains energy from the j = 1 iner-
tial mode, but also shifts some energy to the j = 2 mode.
The advection of geostrophic flow by inertial oscillations
transfers energy into the mode j = 1 internal gravity waves
at scale between 50 and 500 km. The results of figure 5
further imply that broader range of modes and scales seen
to be exchanging energy in figure 3 must be explained by
other mechanisms that transfer energy within the internal
gravity wave modes. Indeed, at later times we find that in-
ternal gravity wave energy cascades to higher modes (not
shown).
7 Modeling implications
In addition to the physical insights gained from applying
the wave-vortex decomposition, there are also several im-
plications for numerically modeling fluid flows. The first
is the rather startling recognition that for the exponential
stratification profile in figure 1, 257 evenly spaced vertical
grid points in a pseudospectral model only resolves approx-
imately 19 vertical modes. Conversely, this suggests that in
cases of challenging stratification, modeling the equations
of motion in wave-vortex space, as in appendix C, may actu-
ally be more computationally efficient than traditional spec-
tral approaches.
One of the central claims of this manuscript is that the
above wave-vortex decomposition can account for all vari-
ance of (u, v, w, ρ) at any instant in time. In practice, how-
ever, ocean data and numerical models have a finite number
of grid points, N , and it is not true in general that N verti-
cal modes will be resolved with N grid points. As noted in
Early et al. (2020), only if the grid points are at (or near) the
Gaussian quadrature points of the vertical modes, F (z) and
G(z), for all resolved K, will all variance project onto the
modes. For the case of constant stratification, the Gaussian
quadrature points are evenly spaced and the vertical modes
coincide with cosine and sine bases. In this special case,
the N vertical grid points in the Boussinesq model will co-
incide with N − 2 resolved internal modes, leaving only
the Nyquist frequency unresolved plus a barotropic mode.
However, as figure 1 demonstrates, for variable stratifica-
tion, regions of rapidly changing stratification will lack res-
olution if an evenly spaced grid is used.
Because of the above issue, many numerical models use
alternative vertical coordinates such as σ (pressure) coordi-
nates and density coordinates, or other more complicated
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Figure 3. Change in energy of inertial, wave and geostrophic components as a function of mode and
horizontal scale on day 6 of the Cyprus eddy simulation. Contours on the wave plot indicate the
frequency of oscillation, in units of f0. The change in energy is dominated by a sustained loss of
energy in the j = 1 inertial mode, and a significant gain in wave energy at scales around 250 km.
Changes in geostrophic energy are an order of magnitude smaller (note the log color scale), and
rapidly oscillate between signs with no sustained gain or loss.
hybrids, in order to better resolve the solutions. To re-
solve internal wave modes, Early et al. (2020) showed that
a WKB-scaled coordinate more efficiently positions grid
points than a density coordinate when capturing vertical
modes. Once the vertical modes are computed, the Gauss
quadrature points for the first N modes can computed from
the roots of the N + 1th vertical mode. When creating a
numerical model, these points are the optimal choice for re-
solving the vertical modes.
So what happens when grid points in a numerical model
are not able to fully resolve the physics? From a diag-
nostic point of view, any variance not captured by the M
resolvable modes, results in a residual. The residual of
projecting a function f onto the F modes is defined as
fR ≡ f − F−1 [F [f ]] where F projects using M modes.
For the Cyprus eddy example, the residual energy is shown
in green in figure 2, and represents at most 0.3% of the
total energy, a 48% increase from its initial value. Thus
the initial conditions start with variance unresolved by the
modal decomposition, and nonlinear processes further shift
some of the resolved variance into unresolved variance over
the course of the simulation. Because the evenly spaced z
grid in the model fully resolves the higher modes at lower
depths, but only 19 modes near the surface, we expect an
accumulation of residual energy at depth. Indeed, we find
two peaks in residual energy between 450-500 m depth on
day 37 of the simulation. How exactly this affects the re-
sulting physics is not entirely clear. All we can say is that,
given higher resolution, this residual energy would be asso-
ciated with higher-mode internal waves which are presently
not being represented correctly.
In the case of ocean observations with limited vertical
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Figure 4. Total change in energy (black) and computed total flux (dashed black) of (a) the internal
gravity wave energy and (b) inertial energy. Panel (a) also shows the flux from inertial oscillations ad-
vecting geostrophic motions (blue). Panel (b) includes the flux from internal gravity waves advecting
geostrophic motions (orange), and self advection of internal gravity waves (purple).
sampling resolution, the issue is completely different than
with a numerical model. In this case the physics is certainly
evolving correctly, but the unresolved wave modes alias into
the lower modes. Depending on the spectral slope of the un-
resolved modes, this aliasing may or may not have a signifi-
cant impact on the coefficients of the resolved modes (Early
et al., 2020).
A second but related implication for modeling is that it
may be advantageous to model the nonlinear equations of
motions directly in wave-vortex space. This has the advan-
tage of establishing which wave and vortex solutions are
valid a priori, using the methods discussed above. Addi-
tionally, damping and/or small scale variance removal is
then performed directly on the wave and vortex coefficients,
which correspond to wave energy and potential enstrophy
damping.
In light of the effective vertical resolution issues dis-
cussed above, the computational efficiency of modeling the
equations of motion in wave-vortex space is relatively fa-
vorable for cases of nonlinear stratification. The rate lim-
iting steps are the horizontal and vertical transformations
required to compute the terms in (91). The two basic nu-
merical operations to be performed on a vector of length
N are a matrix multiplication, which requires 2N2 opera-
tions, and a Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT), which re-
quires 52 log2N − 3N operations when transforming real
variables (Canuto et al., 2006). The vertical transforma-
tion must be computed as a matrix multiplication applied
to each of the NxNy/2 wavenumber vectors of length Nz ,
for total computational cost of N2zNxNy . The horizontal
transformation can be computed using an FFT algorithm
applied to each depth Nz for a total computational cost of
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2NzNxNy log2NxNy − 3NzNxNy . The transformation
from wave-vortex space to physical space requires applying
the vertical transformation 10 times (7 for the hydrostatic
case) and the horizontal transformation 10 times. To finish
the pseudospectral multiplication, the results must be pro-
jected back onto wave-vortex space for a grand total of 13
horizontal transformations and 10 vertical transformations.
Assuming thatNx = Ny , the total computational cost of the
horizontal and vertical transforms are approximately equal
when 10 log2Nx = Nz , or 13 log2Nx = Nz for the hydro-
static case. This means that for a horizontal resolution of
2562 the horizontal transformations dominate the computa-
tion time until about 80-100 vertical modes are used.
8 Conclusion
The wave-vortex decomposition presented in this paper
unambiguously separates linear wave and geostrophic mo-
tions under arbitrary stratification into decoupled modes at
any given instant in time. The present decomposition has
been fully implemented for arbitrary stratification, as well
as the special case of constant stratification (see Appen-
dices A and B). The methodology has been validated against
output from a linear simulation of a Boussinesq model by
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Figure 5. Same as figure 3, but showing only the two dominant mechanisms from figure 4. The wave
panel shows flux from inertial oscillations advecting geostrophic motions and the inertial panel
shows flux from internal gravity waves advecting geostrophic motions.
confirming that the initial conditions can be exactly recov-
ered at all output times. We have further shown that this
method successfully reproduces the results of more tradi-
tional methods that rely on spatial-temporal filtering.
In addition to these basic validations, the hydrostatic
nonlinear equations of motion projected in wave-vortex
space (see appendix C) are shown to successfully reproduce
changes in wave-vortex amplitude from a nonlinear Boussi-
nesq model. This suggests that the nonlinear equations of
motion can be integrated in wave-vortex space with little
modification from the work presented here. Estimates of the
computational complexity of the method, presented in sec-
tion 7, show that numerical integration of the wave-vortex
modes may actually perform better than integration in phys-
ical space when the stratification profile varies strongly with
depth.
One of the more useful aspects of the decomposition is
the ability to determine the exact nonlinear pathways that
move energy between the wave and geostrophic solutions at
different scales. This can be done diagnostically (as in sec-
tion 6) or while directly integrating the equations of motion.
By selectively turning off transfer mechanisms, one can also
derive reduced-interaction models, such as in Hernandez-
Duen˜as et al. (2014), but now also for vertically bounded
flows with variable stratification.
While the present work is a step towards separating
wave and vortex motions in generalized flows, there are still
limitations to this methodology that prevent its application
to, for example, output from global circulation models.
In particular, the flows considered here currently lack 1)
surface and bottom buoyancy anomalies 2) a free surface,
3) horizontal dependence on stratification or background
mean flow, and 4) bottom topography. Two recent studies
offer significant progress towards addressing the first
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two issues. First, Smith & Vanneste (2013) showed that
geostrophic motions can be decomposed into uncoupled
structures that include a surface buoyancy anomaly, and
are also orthogonal (or ‘diagonalize energy’ to use the
terminology therein), albeit under rigid lid conditions.
Second, Kelly (2016) showed that in the presence of a free
surface, there exists a complete set of modes as well as an
orthogonality condition that decouples the surface mode
from the interior modes, allowing for an unambiguous
partitioning of wave energy. Taken together, these results
suggest that it should be possible to create a complete
framework that includes both a free surface and a surface
buoyancy anomaly.
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A Constant stratification
Assuming constant stratification, N2(z) = N20 , signifi-
cantly simplifies the problem because the F -modes become
orthogonal. The vertical modes take the form,
GN0j (z) =A sin (mj(z +D)) (53a)
FN0j (z) =Ahjmj cos (mj(z +D)) . (53b)
with eigendepth hj = 1g
N20−f20
k2+l2+m2j
and vertical wavenum-
ber mj = jpiD . Using the normalization A
2 = 1D
2g
N2−f2
results in the following orthogonality conditions,
1
g
∫ 0
−D
(N20 − f20 )GN0i (z)GN0j (z) dz = δij (54a)∫ 0
−D
FN0i (z)F
N0
j (z) dz =
gh2jm
2
j
N20 − f20
δij . (54b)
The orthogonality conditions imply that if η(z) =∑
n ηˆnG
N0(z) or u(z) =
∑
n uˆnF
N0(z), then
ηˆn =
N20 − f20
g
∫ 0
−D
GN0n (z)η(z) dz (55a)
uˆn =
N20 − f20
gh2nm
2
n
∫ 0
−D
FN0n (z)u(z) dz. (55b)
The consequence is that (uˆ, vˆ) can be recovered directly,
without integrating to get transport quantities, that is (47a)–
(47c) with ∆˜(t) replaced by δ˜(t), Π˜(t) replaced by P˜ V (t),
and A˜± no longer normalized by h.
Aˆ+ =
e−iωt
2K
[
−iδ˜(t)− 1
ω
(
f P˜V(t) +
ω2
h
η˜(t)
)]
(56)
Aˆ− =
eiωt
2K
[
−iδ˜(t) + 1
ω
(
f P˜V(t) +
ω2
h
η˜(t)
)]
(57)
Aˆ0 =− f0h
ω2
P˜V(t) (58)
where,
δ˜(t) = i (ku˜(t) + lv˜(t)) ,
P˜ V (t) ≡ i (kv˜(t)− lu˜(t))− f0η˜(t)/h. (59)
B Numerical implementation
The decomposition was tested with output from a linear
simulation with a rotating spectral Boussinesq model (Win-
ters & Fuente, 2012) with constant stratification. Implemen-
tation of the methodology requires the following steps,
1. Discrete Fourier transforms of u, v, and η in x and y.
2. A discrete cosine transform of u and v and a discrete
sine transform of η in z.
3. Computation of the wave-vortex coefficients from the
transformed variables.
The last step requires careful bookkeeping to ensure that all
terms are properly accounted for and not double-counted.
The domain is assumed to have [Nx × Ny × (Nz + 1)]
points, whereNx andNy are typically in powers of 2 to take
advantage of the fast Fourier transform (FFT), whileNz+1
has 2n + 1 points to accommodate the type-I discrete co-
sine transforms (DCT-I) and type-I discrete sine transforms
(DST-I) used by the Winters model.
B.1 Horizontal transformation
The finite-length Fourier transform in a periodic domain
is given by
F [f(x)] = 1
L
∫ 0
−D
f(x)e−ikjx dx (60)
where kj = 2pijL . For a discretized domain with points at
xn = n∆ where n = [0 ... N − 1] and ∆ = L/N , the
discrete Fourier transform is
fˆ(kj) = DFT [f(xn)] = 1
L
N−1∑
n=0
f(xn)e
−ikjxn∆. (61)
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0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,-4 0,-3 0,-3 0,-1
1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,-4 1,-3 1,-3 1,-1
2,0 2,1 2,2 2,3 2,-4 2,-3 2,-3 2,-1
3,0 3,1 3,2 3,3 3,-4 3,-3 3,-3 3,-1
-4,0 -4,1 -4,2 -4,3 -4,-4 -4,-3 -4,-3 -4,-1
-3,0 -3,1 -3,2 -3,3 -3,-4 -3,-3 -3,-3 -3,-1
-2,0 -2,1 -2,2 -2,3 -2,-4 -2,-3 -2,-3 -2,-1
-1,0 -1,1 -1,2 -1,3 -1,-4 -1,-3 -1,-3 -1,-1
Table 1. Table of FFT coefficients for
wavenumbers (k,l). We have let −4 ≤ k ≤ 3
and−4 ≤ l ≤ 3, consistent with an 8x8 2D FFT.
The grey shaded region shows the redundant
coefficients that are determined from Hermi-
tian conjugacy by changing the sign on the
l component. The pink shaded components
are Hermitian conjugate by changing the sign
on the k component. The orange components
are Nyquist components, and thus not full
resolved. The cyan shaded component (in-
cluding (k,l)=(-4,0), (-4,4) and (0,-4)) are self-
symmetric, and therefore strictly real
with wavenumbers kj = 2pijL now limited to j = [0 ... N −
1]. Variance is preserved following Plancherel’s theorem,
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
|f(xn)|2 =
N−1∑
j=0
S(kj)dk (62)
where dk = 2piL and S(kj) =
L
2pi |fˆ(kj)|2 is defined as the
spectrum.
Applying the DFT in both x and y using the usual nu-
merical algorithms on a real value function results in a two-
dimensional transformed matrix as shown in table B.1. For
a real valued function the power is split between the two
conjugate pairs, and therefore fˆ(kj) has to be doubled to be
compared to f˜jkl in (8). The grey and pink regions in table
B.1 are Hermitian conjugates of other values in the table.
The Nyquist frequency j = N/2 is unresolved since the
sine at the Nyquist is zero, and thus the orange regions are
also ignored. Only the white regions and the cyan compo-
nent at k = l = 0 contain the information for the inversion.
B.2 Vertical transformation
The finite-length sine and cosine transforms are given by
S [g(z)] = 2
D
∫ 0
−D
g(z) sin(mjz) dz (63)
and
C [f(z)] = 2
D
∫ 0
−D
f(z) cos(mjz) dz (64)
where mj = jpiD . The discretized versions of these trans-
forms, the DST-I and DCT-I used by the Winters model,
are defined with points at zn = n∆ where n = 0..Nz and
∆ = D/Nz . Note that this differs from the discretization
for the DFT by including endpoints. This choice of dis-
cretization results in the discrete transforms
gˆ(mj) = DST [g(zn)] = 2
D
Nz∑
n=0
g(zn) sin(mjzn)∆
(65)
and
fˆ(mj) = DCT [f(zn)] = 2
D
(
f(0)
2
+
Nz−1∑
n=1
f(zn) cos(mjzn) + (−1)j f(D)
2
)
∆. (66)
with vertical wavenumbers at mj = jpiD where j = 0..Nz .
The sum in the DCT treats the end points separately, as
they have only half the width of the other points, ∆/2. For
the DST the function is zero at the endpoints, g(z0) =
g(zn) = 0, and the m0 and mNz wavenumber components
have zero power.
With these definitions of the transform, Plancherel’s
Theorem states that,
1
Nz
Nz−1∑
n=1
|g(xn)|2 =
Nz−1∑
j=1
S(mj)dm (67)
with S(mj) = D2pi |gˆ(mj)|2 and
1
Nz
(
|f(0)|2
2
+
Nz−1∑
n=1
|f(zn)|2 + |f(D)|
2
2
)
=
S(m0)
2
+
Nz−1∑
j=1
S(mj) + 2S(mNz)
 dm (68)
with S(mj) = D2pi |fˆ(mj)|2 where dm = piD . The variance
of the m0 wavenumber is notably a factor of 2 larger than
the variance of a constant function.
B.3 Wave-vortex coefficients
Applying the discrete transformations exactly as defined
above to u, v and η results in the following matrices,
uˆklj =DCT z [DFT y [DFT x [u(x, y, z)]]] (69a)
vˆklj =DCT z [DFT y [DFT x [v(x, y, z)]]] (69b)
ηˆklj =DST z [DFT y [DFT x [η(x, y, z)]]] . (69c)
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B.3.1 Coefficients, k2 + l2 > 0, j = 0
Starting with the j = 0 mode, the discrete transforms give
nonzero coefficient functions for uˆkl0 and vˆkl0, but zero for
ηˆkl0. TheDCT inflates the power by a factor of two, but the
DFT returns only half the power of the real-value function.
The result is that,
Aˆ0 = −i f0
gK2
(kvˆkl0 − luˆkl0) (70)
exactly as written before.
B.3.2 Coefficients, k2 + l2 > 0, j > 0
The projection operations as defined in (55) can be related
to the sine and cosine transformations in (63) and (64) by a
scaling,
u¯klj =
√
D(N20 − f20 )
hkljmj
√
2g
uˆklj (71a)
v¯klj =
√
D(N20 − f20 )
hkljmj
√
2g
vˆklj (71b)
η¯klj =
√
D(N20 − f20 )√
2g
ηˆklj . (71c)
The wave-vortex coefficients are then recovered with,
Aˆ± =
e∓iωt
2
[
kω ± ilf0
ωK
u¯klj +
lω ∓ ikf0
ωK
v¯klj ± gK
ω
η¯klj
]
(72)
Aˆ0 =i
lhf0
ω2
u¯klj − ikhf0
ω2
v¯klj +
f20
ω2
η¯klj (73)
.
C Nonlinear equations of motion
Here we rewrite the hydrostatic nonlinear equations of
motion for (u, v, η, w, p) as nonlinear equations of motion
for (A+, A−, A0).
C.1 Linear transforms
We separate the linear transformations into two parts
S · Tω where S : (A+, A−, A0) → (u, v, η, w, p) maps
from wave-vortex space to physical variables and Tω :
(A+, A−, A0) → (A+, A−, A0) winds the wave phases
from the initial conditions to the current time in wave-vortex
space. The total transformations are therefore defined so
that
u
v
η
w
p
 = S · Tω
 Aˆ+Aˆ−
Aˆ0
 and
 Aˆ+Aˆ−
Aˆ0
 = T−1ω S−1
 uv
η
 , (74)
where it is understood that the physical variables are func-
tions of (x, y, z, t) and wave-vortex coefficients are func-
tions of t and indexed with jkl. The operator Tω is the
phase winding operator,
Tω =
 eiωt 0 00 e−iωt 0
0 0 1
 (75)
with inverse T−1ω given by,
T−1ω =
 e−iωt 0 00 eiωt 0
0 0 1
 . (76)
The projection onto physical variables is defined by,
S = DFT −1 ·

F−1 0 0 0 0
0 F−1 0 0 0
0 0 G−1 0 0
0 0 0 G−1 0
0 0 0 0 F−1

·

kω−ilf0
ωK
kω+ilf0
ωK −i gf0 l
lω+ikf0
ωK
lω−ikf0
ωK i
g
f0
k
−Khω Khω 1−iKh −iKh 0
−ρ0gKhω ρ0gKhω ρ0g
 (77)
with inverse,
S−1 =

kω+ilf0
2ωK
lω−ikf0
2ωK − gK2ω
kω−ilf0
2ωK
lω+ikf0
2ωK
gK
2ω
i lhf0ω2 −ikhf0ω2 f
2
0
ω2

·
 F 0 00 F 0
0 0 G
 · DFT . (78)
These transformations use hydrostatic versions of equations
(44) and (45), as well as theDFT as defined in appendix B.
The vertical projection operators are defined with the hy-
drostatic modes,
F [f(z)] ≡ 1
hj
∫ 0
−D
f(z)FHSj dz,
G [g(z)] ≡ 1
g
∫ 0
−D
g(z)N2(z)GHSj dz
(79)
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with inverses
F−1
[
f˜j
]
≡
∑
j
f˜jF
HS
j (z),
G−1 [g˜j ] ≡
∑
j
g˜jG
HS
j (z).
(80)
Note that, unlike the non-hydrostatic case, the vertical pro-
jection and DFT operator commute.
C.2 Nonlinear equations of motion
As a preliminary step before re-writing the nonlinear
equations of motion, the density equation,
∂tρ+ w∂z ρ¯+ u∂xρ+ v∂yρ+ w∂zρ = 0 (81)
can be expressed using η = −ρ/∂z ρ¯ and N2 = − gρ0 ∂z ρ¯ as
∂tη−w+u∂xη+v∂yη+w
(
∂zη + η∂z lnN
2
)
= 0. (82)
The nonlinear equations of motion written in matrix
form are
∂t

u
v
η
0
0

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ
+

0 −f0 0 0 1ρ0 ∂x
f0 0 0 0
1
ρ0
∂y
0 0 0 −1 0
0 0 1 0 N−2 1ρ0 ∂z
∂x ∂y 0 ∂z 0

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Λ

u
v
η
w
p

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ
+

uNL
vNL
nNL
0
0

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ΛNL

u
v
η
w
p

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ
= 0
(83)
where the nonlinear operator ΛNL is defined as
uNL [u, v, η, w] =u∂xu+ v∂yu+ w∂zu (84a)
vNL [u, v, η, w] =u∂xv + v∂yv + w∂zv (84b)
nNL [u, v, η, w] =u∂xη + v∂yη + w
(
∂zη + η∂z lnN
2) (84c)
Changing to wave-vortex space, we apply the transforma-
tion T−1ω S
−1 to (83),
∂tψ + Λψ + Λ
NLψ =0
(85)
T−1ω S
−1∂tψ + T
−1
ω S
−1Λψ + T−1ω S
−1ΛNLψ =0
(86)(
T−1ω S
−1∂tSTω
)
A+
(
T−1ω S
−1ΛSTω
)
A+ T−1ω S
−1ΛNLψ =0
(87)
where A = T−1ω S
−1ψ as in (74) above. The result of
this transformation are the nonlinear equations of motion in
wave-vortex space,
∂t
 Aˆ+Aˆ−
Aˆ0
 =
 F+F−
F0
 where
 F+F−
F0
 ≡ −T−1ω S−1
 uNLvNL
nNL
ψ (88)
If we had not included the time-winding operator Tω in the
basis transformation, the equations for the two wave coeffi-
cients, A±, would include linear terms to evolve the phases,
and thus the nonlinear equations would resemble forced
wave equations. It is also worth noting that the first part of
this transformation, the projection onto vertical modes, is
identical to Kelly (2016), although without the free-surface.
The physical variables (u, v, η, w) in (88) can be ex-
pressed in terms of wave-vortex coefficients (A+, A−, A0),
in which case the multiplication of physical variables be-
comes a convolution of wave-vortex coefficients. However,
we have instead left this in pseudospectral form, where the
multiplication occurs in physical space and the result is
transformed into wave-vortex space.
C.3 Energy flux
The nonlinear equations of motion (88) each have the
form ∂tA = F , where F is a complicated function of the
other dependent variables. To compute the flux diagnosti-
cally, we take an Euler time step, for which the solution is
A(t+∆t) = F (t)∆t+A(t). The change in energy is com-
puted by multiplying by the complex conjugate and taking
the time derivative so that,
d
dt
A2 = 2FF¯∆t+ 2R (FA¯) . (89)
The first term, dependent on the Euler time step ∆t, is only
of consequence when A is zero and can be neglected for
these diagnostics. The squared amplitude is converted into
total energy using the expression in Section 3, resulting in
expressions for the change in total wave and geostrophic
energies,
d
dt
E± =
1
2
hR (F±A¯±) and
d
dt
E0 =
1
2
g
(
1 +
ghK2
f20
)
R (F0A¯0) . (90)
C.4 Nonlinear pathways
While the total energy flux is computed using (90)
with (88), this does not immediately tell us which
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eiωtF+ =− 1
2K
(
k · ûNL + l · v̂NL
)
− i f0
2ωK
(
l · ûNL− k · v̂NL
)
+
gK
2ω
n̂NL (91a)
e−iωtF− =− 1
2K
(
k · ûNL + l · v̂NL
)
+ i
f0
2ωK
(
l · ûNL− k · v̂NL
)
− gK
2ω
n̂NL (91b)
F0 =− ih f0
ω2
(
l · ûNL− k · v̂NL
)
− f
2
0
ω2
n̂NL (91c)
where we have simplified the notation so that ûNL = F ·
DFT [uNL] and n̂NL = G · DFT [nNL]. The idea now is
to single out the specific nonlinear pathways that are move
energy between modes.
Using the wave-vortex decomposition, the physical vari-
ables in uNL, vNL, and nNL can be expressed in terms of
their constituent parts. In this case we separate the inertial
oscillations (io) from gravity waves (igw), and combine the
the positive and negative waves into a single internal gravity
wave part. With the addition of the geostrophic component
(g), the physical variables are unambigiously separated as,
u =uio + uigw + ug (92a)
v =vio + vigw + vg (92b)
η =ηigw + ηg (92c)
w =wigw. (92d)
The primary hypothesis described in Section 6 is that the
advection of geostrophic vorticity by inertial oscillations is
the energy source for internal gravity waves. This particular
nonlinear pathway is part of the second term in parenthesis
in (91a) and (91b),
F io∇g± = ±
if0e
∓iωt
2ωK
(
k · F · DFT [uio∂xvg + vio∂yvg]
− l · F · DFT [uio∂xug + vio∂yug]
)
, (93)
and can be further simplified to
F io∇g± =±
f0e
∓iωt
2ωK
(F · DFT [uio∂xζg + vio∂yζg]) , (94)
where ζg ≡ ∂xvg − ∂yug .
It is useful to treat the forcing of inertial oscillations sep-
arately from the rest of the waves because so many terms
cancel. The forcing term can be found by considering the
negative wave forcing (91b), or with the transformation,
S−1 =
1
2
 0 0 01 i 0
0 0 0
 . (95)
The total forcing on inertial waves is thus
Fio = −1
2
eif0t
(
ûNL + iv̂NL
)
. (96)
Individual nonlinear pathways can be computed by consid-
ering the constituent parts. The two most relevant pathways
for this problem are
F igw∇gio = −
1
2
eif0tF
[
uigw · ∇ (ug + ivg)
]
(97)
and
F igw∇igwio = −
1
2
eif0tF
[
uigw · ∇ (uigw + ivigw)
]
, (98)
where the (·) indicates horizontal averaging, equivalent to
theK = 0 component of theDFT operator that it replaces.
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